
Launching the 

Student Energy is the leading global organization 
empowering the next generation of leaders who are 
accelerating the transition to a sustainable, equitable 
energy future. 

We work with a network of over 50,000 young 

people from over 120 countries to build the 
knowledge, skills, and networks they need 
to take action on energy. Student Energy 
collaborates with governments, companies, and 
organizations to facilitate meaningful youth 
engagement and mobilize resources to 
support youth-led energy solutions.

Solutions 
Movement



28 
Full-Time Staff

120 
Countries Represented 

at International Stu-
dent Energy Summit

281
Youth Energy Projects 

Developed

975 
Mentorship Hours 

per Year

Student Energy empowers young people aged 
18-30 to accelerate the sustainable energy 
transition. We do this through meaningful 
youth engagement programming, including 
our global network of nearly 50 university-
based Chapters, a digital Energy System 
Map, and the largest student-led energy 
conference in the world. 

Student Energy operates on a unique 
youth empowerment model that 
creates opportunities for youth 
to engage in decision-making 
spaces and to implement 
tangible energy solutions in 
their communities.

1,000+
Waitlisted Youth 

for Programs

12,533,000 
Lifetime Digital 
Content Views

12  
Years of Operation

29,000+
Volunteer Hours per 

year

$10.1M
Funding Stewarded 

to Date 
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Our Mission: Empowering 
youth for energy 
system change 

By the 

numbers



Young people are driven to implement climate solutions but lack the resources and 
know-how to deploy them at the scale and speed needed. In 2021, Student Energy is 
seeking $10 million to develop and deploy the missing components needed to unlock 
youth climate solutions this decade. 

Representing the biggest fundraising push in Student Energy’s history, the “Solutions 
Movement” campaign will scale our existing program ecosystem to meet demand, 
and unlock never before seen direct-to-youth project funding through Student Energy 
Ventures-- a missing ingredient to empowering youth to influence local energy systems. 

Only $45B of $455B

Addressed by 
Capital Campaign

of Global Climate Finance
crossed borders from OECD 

to non-OECD countries, 
mostly in the form of loans

82% 

Addressed by 
Ventures

of Young Entrepreneurs
indicated that a lack of 
financial support is the 
main barrier to making 

entrepreneurship feasible

50% 

Addressed by 
Global Youth Energy 

Outlook

of Global Youth
have never been asked their 

opinion on the future of 
energy by a government or 

organization

Student Energy’s programs ecosystem gets young people interested in energy, connected 
to a global community of peers and mentors, and teaches the tangible skills needed to 
start and deliver on projects.Our programs are carefully designed to each deliver a unique 
set of in-demand skills and experience, but are also interconnected, to provide multiple 
pathways for youth to build their skills to implement energy projects, enter energy careers 
as multi-skilled innovators, and create effective partnerships for local and global impact.

74% 

Addressed by 
Leaders Fellowship 

& Chapters

of Global Youth
do not have a clear idea of 
how they can contribute to 

solving climate change

Bridging the Gap between 
Motivation and Action:



8,700+ 
hrs

Project-Based 
Mentorship 

Offered
45+

Plug-and-Play 
Project Guides 

Created

400+
Funded Clean 

Energy Projects

35,000+
Youth Engaged 

Across Programs 
Ecosystem

$3m+
Direct-to-Youth 

Clean Energy 
Funding

650+
New Projects 

Developed

3,000+
Youth Delivering 

Projects

Student Energy Ventures will serve as a flagship program for launching the Solutions 
Movement. Ventures will develop a high-volume pipeline of easily scalable, 
templated clean energy projects (called “Guided Ventures”) that can be adapted 
to numerous local contexts. Ventures will also support innovative entrepreneurial 
projects and the formation of new companies that fill unique needs in the energy 
transition (called “Inspired Ventures”).
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Impact of the Solutions Movement 
by 

Student Energy Ventures

Want to get involved?

2023:


